
 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

RE: CONCRETE MAINTENANCE IN YOUR AREA 

Tentative Start Date:  

Dear Resident, 

The Land Developer for your area has contracted Geo Grout Inc. to raise 

settled concrete curbs and sidewalks to design grade, as per City of Calgary 

specifications. Geo Grout Inc. will be in your subdivision to begin this work on 

or shortly after the start date noted. If your private sidewalk or driveway is 

adjacent to a noted settlement it may also require lifting to remove any 

tripping hazard created after raising the City sidewalk. The lifting process, 

known as slab jacking, involves coring 40 mm diameter holes through the 

sidewalk or driveway to facilitate the lifting process. The slab jacking 

procedure takes approximately 40 minutes per location to complete and your 

sidewalk or driveway should be accessible within a few hours of completion. 

The core holes will be temporarily plugged after lifting to allow the slab jacking 

grout to set. A permanent repair of the core holes will be performed shortly 

after the slab jacking work in your area is completed. Standard concrete 

driveways and sidewalks will have the core holes repaired to match the 

original appearance of the concrete. For exposed aggregate and stamped 

concrete driveways and sidewalks the cores are saved so they can be placed 

back in the driveway or sidewalk holes then patched in around the core. 

Should you have any questions or concerns, please visit our website at 

www.geogrout.com   



 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

RE: CONCRETE MAINTENANCE IN YOUR AREA 

Tentative Start Date: Monday, July 1, 2019 

Dear Resident, 

The Land Developer for your area has contracted Geo Grout Inc. to raise 

settled concrete curbs and sidewalks to design grade, as per City of Calgary 

specifications. Geo Grout Inc. will be in your subdivision to begin this work on 

or shortly after the start date noted. If your private sidewalk or driveway is 

adjacent to a noted settlement it may also require lifting to remove any 

tripping hazard created after raising the City sidewalk. The lifting process, 

known as slab jacking, involves coring 40 mm diameter holes through the 

sidewalk or driveway to facilitate the lifting process. The slab jacking 

procedure takes approximately 40 minutes per location to complete and your 

sidewalk or driveway should be accessible within a few hours of completion. 

The core holes will be temporarily plugged after lifting to allow the slab jacking 

grout to set. A permanent repair of the core holes will be performed shortly 

after the slab jacking work in your area is completed. Standard concrete 

driveways and sidewalks will have the core holes repaired to match the 

original appearance of the concrete. For exposed aggregate and stamped 

concrete driveways and sidewalks the cores are saved so they can be placed 

back in the driveway or sidewalk holes then patched in around the core. 

Should you have any questions or concerns, please visit our website at 

www.geogrout.com 


